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Transgourmet engages in the business of cash and carry and wholesale supplies.
The Germany-based company offers food and non-food products and foodstuffs
to hotels, restaurants, retirement and nursing homes, and retailers, among others.
As one of the largest full-service specialists for gastronomy and communal
catering, it is now introducing the first international organic brand for the outof-home market in April 2021: Natura. This makes Transgourmet the first and
only food wholesaler with its own organic brand, as Manfred Hofer, management
board Transgourmet Central and Eastern Europe, points out. “With the new
organic brand Natura, we are giving organic a permanent place in retail and
offering our customers a certified organic range to help them achieve their goals
as part of the Green Deal,” says Manfred Hofer.

of the leading providers in the cash &
carry segment. Every day, we supply
more than 41,000 customers in the
catering, hotel, gastronomy, corporate
catering and social services sectors.
Our full range of around 15,000 articles
includes not only foodstuffs but also
goods and consumables as well as
commercial kitchen equipment and
innovative services. As a professional
partner, we ensure your complete
supply of goods and also offer you
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the value chain to society and to be
able to act with foresight.”
Germany has a long tradition in organic
food. You could argue that the organic
food movement was born in Germany in
the early 1920s, when Rudolf Steiner
created a form of organic farming known
as bio-dynamic agriculture (biologischdynamische Landwirtschaft). In recent
years, organic food has entered the
mainstream. According to Statista,
organic food revenues in Germany from
5.85 billion euros in 2008 to 14.99 billion
euros

in

2020.

With

increasing

consumer interest in how food is
produced and attention to healthy
lifestyles, this trend is set to continue on
a long-term basis.
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The “Natura” range is available to
But while organic food has entered the

goods, beverages and sweeteners. All

Transgourmet foodservice customers and

mainstream in German food retail,

products carry the EU eco-label.

in Selgros Cash & Carry markets.

there’s still plenty of work to do in the
out-of-home market. Too expensive, too
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portfolio. “With a total of five own
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current one to more than 20 percent.

organic products.”

With this in mind, the introduction of
the Natura organic gastronomy brand
comes at exactly the right time.
“Many chefs in Germany face the
challenge of meeting specific organic
targets in the coming years and need the
right products to do so,” says Mr. Hofer.
“Natura makes it easy for them.”
Natura

currently

includes

a

comprehensive range of 120 products
but will be expanded to more than
200 products by the end of the year,
including anything a professional
kitchen would need to cook an organic
meal: from pasta, rice and side dishes
to fruit and vegetables, dairy products
and meat products through to canned

